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This dissertation addresses physical analysis, modeling, and design issues of nanoscale 

FinFET-based memory cells, including a paired-FinFET flash cell and floating-body cells (FBC), 

which are also known as capacitorless DRAM. The work includes compact modeling of the 

paired-FinFET flash cell, examining the scalability of one-transistor (1T) fully depleted (FD) 

FBCs, physically analyzing and evaluating the BJT-based FinFET FBC, and demonstrating a 

novel punch through (PT)-based two-transistor (2T) FinFET FBC. 

The fin-fin coupling effect in the paired-FinFET flash memory cell is physically analyzed 

and modeled. A UFDG-based subcircuit model for the memory cell, taking into account the fin-

fin charge coupling, is proposed, defined, and verified. The model is used to check and analyze 

the signal margin in NAND-array operation, and the process sensitivities, as well as to aid the 

paired-FinFET design.

Two FD devices, the planar thin-BOX FD/SOI MOSFET and the quasi-planar double-gate 

(DG) Si FinFET, are most promising for future nanoscale CMOS technology. Their actual 

scalabilities as FBCs are examined in terms of the memory margin and its dependence on the 
13



transistor body thickness. We find and explain the significant memory-margin losses in both 

devices as they are scaled to nanoscale gate length, which imply a scaling limit of 1T-DRAM 

FBCs. 

The basic operation of the BJT-based FBC is analyzed and physical insights are derived. 

Extreme sensitivity of the charging process (write ‘1’) to the time offset between the word-line 

and bit-line voltage pulses is revealed and explained. Gate capacitance is found to be the 

predominant charge-storage element in the BJT-based cell. Such charging underlies why a FD 

cell, e.g. a FinFET, can work for BJT-based DRAM without an independent bias for accumulation 

charge that is necessary in conventional FD-MOSFET DRAM cells for charge storage and data 

sensing. Further, a bulk-accumulation effect in the BJT-based DRAM cell is revealed and 

described. The viability of the BJT-based FBC is generally studied. 

A novel PT-based 2T DG-FinFET FBC for low VDS operation is proposed. This FBC has 

improved reliability by avoiding hot-carrier effects (HCEs). Physical insights on the mechanism 

of the modulation of PT current by floating-body charge conditions in the FinFET-based FBC are 

provided. A strong dependence of the PT-based memory effect on the thickness of the FinFET 

body is physically explained. A 2T structure design is proposed for the PT-based FBC to reduce 

the hold-‘1’ leakage current and achieve a longer worst-case retention time. The application of the 

PT-based FBC in planar thin-BOX FD/SOI MOSFET technology is explored. However, 

compared with its counterpart using FinFET technology, the thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC is shown to 

suffer from a lower sense margin, less charging efficiency and worse compatibility for embedded 

memory applications. 
14



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Current memory devices [i.e., DRAM and non-volatile memory (NVM)] face significant 

scaling challenges beyond the 45nm CMOS node due to both process difficulties and physical 

limitations. A next-generation device, the ultra-thin-body (UTB) fully depleted FinFET, is most 

promising to extend the memory scalability [1][2]. The double-gate (DG) FinFET can be scaled to 

the end of SIA readmit (ITRS) due to its excellent control of short channel effects (SCEs) [1]. 

Also, the undoped UTB implies reduced threshold voltage variation due to random-dopant 

fluctuations, which plagues the conventional planar devices (i.e., bulk-silicon and PD/SOI 

MOSFETs) [3][4]. The research described herein seeks to explore the application of FinFETs in 

nanoscale memory, especially for NAND flash and DRAM.

Scaling conventional planar floating-gate NAND flash devices below 45nm, as needed for 

high density and low bit cost, faces many challenges which include: maintaining high gate-

coupling ratio (GCR), reducing floating-gate (FG) coupling between neighboring cells, 

controlling SCEs, and maintaining high drive current [1]. Charge-trapping flash i.e, SONOS 

devices, together with a FinFET structure can overcome these scaling limitations, and is likely to 

be implemented to extend memory scaling below 30nm gate length [1][5][6][7]. However, the 

FinFET flash cell also has scaling limitations due to cell-cell coupling in array operation and 

finite fin-fin distance which must be large enough to contain two SONOS structures [8]-[10]. A 

recently reported paired-FinFET charge-trapping NAND flash cell, which utilizes two fins 

separately as two storage nodes in one cell, can double the integration density of conventional 

FinFET flash in the same technology node [6][11]. In addition, this paired-FinFET flash is also 

shown to be feasible for multi-bit operation [6]. However, the coupling between the two back-to-

back-connected fins in one cell leads to threshold-voltage variation, which affects array operation. 
15



Since 3D numerical simulations are too time consuming [12], in Chapter 2 we develop a simple 

analytical model of the paired-FinFET NAND flash cell to facilitate the optimal device and circuit 

design. The physics/process-based model, which accounts for the fin-fin coupling effect, predicts 

memory array operation correctly. This model is also used to check the sensitivities of the NAND 

flash-cell threshold voltage to the process parameter variations.

Conventional 1T/1C DRAM faces significant scaling challenges for sub-60nm nodes 

because of the increasing process and design difficulties to maintain adequate charge storage and 

low level of leakage [1][2][13]. It is difficult to scale the access transistor due to the serious SCEs. 

A three-dimensional recess-channel array transistor (RCAT) has been adapted for sub-70nm 

DRAM technology to obtain sufficient retention time by increasing channel length and reducing 

junction leakage [14]. Beyond the 45nm technology node, a DG FinFET access transistor is 

promising because it can achieve high drive current due to its vertical structure, and also exhibits 

excellent immunity to SCEs and relatively low junction leakage due to undoped channel [2][15]. 

A more serious scaling problem for 1T/1C DRAM, however, is to maintain adequate storage 

capacitance while the capacitor gets physically smaller. The effective oxide thickness (EOT) 

needs to be scaled down, but increased electrical field leads to high tunneling leakage current. 

High-k dielectric material, such as HfSiO and Al2O3 (k~10-25), and new capacitor structures, 

e.g., a MIM (Metal-Insulator-Metal) capacitor, have been proposed to solve this problem [16]. In 

the future, however, breakthroughs in new materials with a high k value of 50 or greater will be 

required [1]. Furthermore, the capacitor technologies with these new materials and structures are 

not compatible with the conventional CMOS technology, and manufacturable solutions are not 

known [17].

To overcome these difficulties of scaling conventional 1T/1C DRAM, “capacitorless” 1T 

DRAM cells on SOI, which utilize the MOSFET floating body to store charge, have been 
16



proposed and developed [18]-[20]. These memory cells work through sensing of the channel 

current, which depends on the threshold voltage that varies with the floating-body charge 

condition; thus, they are also called floating-body cells (FBCs). Without an additional storage 

capacitor, these FBCs only take a cell area of 4F2. FBCs can also have a good compatibility with 

standard CMOS technology, enabling its SOC application. The FBC was first proposed and 

developed on patially depleted (PD) SOI, for which floating-body effects have been well 

acknowledged [19]. The same concept has been demonstrated with bulk-Si technology too, by 

introducing a triple well to create a floating body [21]. 

The interest in fully depleted (FD) SOI devices has grown a lot in recent years to extend the 

scalability of FBCs for future nanoscale CMOS [20][22]-[25]. Two devices, i.e., the planar thin-

BOX FD/SOI MOSFET [25]-[27] and the quasi-planar double-gate (DG) Si FinFET [20][23][28], 

are believed to be promising candidates. The thin BOX enables the FD/SOI device to function as 

an FBC with relatively low substrate bias for creating the accumulation layer at the back surface 

of the body, which is necessary for effective charge storage and data sensing [29]. In Chapter 3, 

we explore whether these two devices, as FBCs, could achieve the same good scalability as that 

for logic applications. We examine the actual scalability of these devices in terms of memory 

margin and its dependence on UTB thickness (tSi). We find that both devices suffer significant 

signal-margin loss as tSi is scaled down, implying a scaling limit of 1T-DRAM FBCs. We present 

new physical insights on the scaling, and explain the different reasons for the margin losses in the 

two devices. 

A recently reported BJT-based capacitorless 1T DRAM can be based on FinFETs without 

independent gate or substrate bias, showing good scalability and full compatibility with standard 

SOI processing [30]- [34]. This DRAM cell utilizes the parasitic BJT current in the SOI MOSFET 

structure for both writing and reading data. But there is currently no insight on how the parasitic 
17



BJT works for DRAM operation, e.g., why the FinFET can work without the independent gate 

bias. In Chapter 4, we present new physical insights into the memory operation of BJT-based 

DRAM cells. We find and physically explain an interesting phenomenon that renders the write-

‘1’ operation extremely sensitive to the time offset between the word-line (WL) and bit-line (BL) 

voltage pulses [35]. We also gain insight into the role of gate capacitance in the BJT-based 

charging process. We further reveal a bulk-accumulation effect that undermines the BJT 

operation as the silicon body thickness scales. We show that the BJT-based DRAM suffers from a 

short ‘0’-retention time due to serious BL disturb due to the high drain voltage (VDS) required for 

BJT latch. We further show that the hot-carrier reliability, also undermined by the high VDS, is 

the major issue that threatens the viability of the BJT-based DRAM. 

In Chapter 5, we propose a novel punch-through (PT)-based two-transistor (2T) DG 

FinFET FBC for low VDS operation, which as a result, improves the reliability by avoiding hot-

carrier effects (HCEs). We show that this PT-based FBC also offers low power operation, high 

sense margin, long worst-case retention times, and good compatibility for embedded memory 

applications in future nanoscale CMOS technology. We provide physical insights on the PT-

based memory effects in the FinFET FBC, explaining the modulation of PT current by floating-

body charge conditions. We also reveal that the PT-based memory effect strongly depends on the 

thickness of the FinFET body. We design a PT-based FinFET FBC in a 2T structure, which not 

only reduces the hold-‘1’ leakage current but also achieves longer worst-case retention times. 

Furthermore, we explore the application of the PT-based FBC in planar thin-BOX FD/SOI 

MOSFET technology. However, we find that, compared with its counterpart using FinFET 

technology, the thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC suffers from a lower sense margin, less charging 

efficiency, and worse compatibility with logic CMOS technology. We argue that thick-body 

FinFETs are the best candidates for the 2T PT-based FBC. 
18



Finally, we summarize the contributions of this work in Chapter 6. Suggestions for future 

work are also discussed.
19



CHAPTER 2
 COMPACT MODELING OF PAIRED-FINFET NAND FLASH CELL

2-1 Introduction

Because of its small size, NAND flash has been used as the storage device for mobile and 

handheld applications [36]. Although the demand for high density and low-cost flash memory has 

increased dramatically, the current planar floating-gate NAND flash cell faces significant 

difficulties as it scales down below 50nm [1][5]. Two of the most severe difficulties are 

maintaining high gate coupling ratio (GCR) and reducing the floating-gate (FG) coupling 

between neighboring cells [11][37][5]. Charge-trapping flash, i.e, SONOS devices, has been 

promising for sub-45nm node because it has no GCR issue and reduced FG coupling. Variations 

of SONOS, e.g, the MANOS (metal-Al2O3-Nitride-Oxide-Si) device using high-k blocking oxide 

(Al2O3) and TaN gate with high work function, has been reported to have better scalability 

because it utilizes thicker tunnel oxide (30~40Å) to reduce the direct tunneling [38][39]. Charge-

trapping flash can also be used for multi-bit operation to increase the bit density without 

compromising area [40][39]. When charge-trapping flash scales down below 32nm node, the 

serious SCEs and drive current reduction make it difficult to maintain high sense margin and 

operation speed [5]. The DG FinFET is promising to overcome this limitation due to its excellent 

immunity to SCEs and vertical side wall channel [8][41] [42] [43]. Besides, the charge-trapping-

type FinFET (SONOS) cell has better reliability and larger program/erase window due to the 

larger storage area compared with planar structure [44][6][7]. However, the FinFET flash cell 

also has scaling limitations. Cell-cell coupling in array operation becomes serious and the fin-fin 

distance is hard to reduce because it must be large enough to contain two SONOS structures 

[8][9][10]. 

A recently reported ‘paired-FinFET charge-trapping NAND flash’ cell, containing two 
20



storage nodes in one unit by utilizing the two fins separately, can double the integration density 

compared with conventional FinFET flash [10]. This paired-FinFET device is also shown to be 

feasible for multi-bit operation [6]. Together with all of the other advantages of the FinFET, 

paired-FinFET charge-trapping flash is one of the most promising candidates of future NAND 

flash memory. However, by introducing two bits in one cell, there is a coupling between the two 

back-to-back connected fins, which leads to threshold-voltage variation and affects the vertical-

structure NAND flash (VsNAND) array operation, e.g., the Worst On Current and Best On 

Current. Since the 3D numerical simulation is too time consuming [12], a simple physical model, 

that takes the fin-fin coupling effect into account, is desirable to predict correct memory array 

operation, and to facilitate optimal device and circuit design.

In this chapter, we physically analyze and model the fin-fin coupling effect in the paired-

FinFET flash memory cell. We then propose and develop a UFDG [45]-based compact model for 

the paired-FinFET flash cell. UFDG is a process/physics-based model for generic double-gate 

(DG) MOSFETS [45]. The paired-FinFET model is formulated in a UFDG/Spice3 subcircuit 

which defines two back-to-back independent-gate FinFETs (IGFETs), with common gate and 

connected UTBs. An effective back-gate bias for each transistor is defined internally, depending 

on the state of the adjacent transistor, to take account of the fin-fin coupling effect. The physics/

process-based model, which can be calibrated straightforwardly, is shown to predict erased/

programmed I-V curves that agree well with measured data. The model predicts the threshold-

voltage (Vt) shift due to the fin-fin charge coupling, for oxide, nitride, and air gaps, in reasonably 

good accord with numerical simulations. A 32-cell VsNAND array operation is simulated using 

the model, giving the results of Best On-Cell Current, Worst On-Cell Current, and Off-Cell 

Current that generally agree well with measured data. We also show that the model reliably 

predicts sensitivities of the VsNAND-cell threshold voltage to process-parameter variations. 
21



Further, the application of this model to the floating (poly)-gate flash memory cell is explored and 

discussed.

2-2 Fin-Fin Coupling Effect and Model Development

The structure of the paired-FinFET flash memory cell, a two-bit VsNAND cell, is shown in 

Fig. 2.1. The cell comprises two split fins, on bulk Si, within one pitch of the technology. Each fin 

acts as a data-storage element based on variation of the FinFET threshold voltage (Vt) via 

controlled tunneling/charge storage in the ONO dielectric stack. The two fins are separated by a 

dielectric (e.g., SiO2) gap, with a common (front) gate overlapping both. Herein, the thickness of 

the fin-separation gap is wgap = 30nm, and the front-gate dielectric is a 3.85nm/6.25nm/6.95nm 

ONO stack. The gate length (Lg) is 60nm. The height of both fins is hSi = 100nm, and the 

thickness of each is wSi = 15nm. The fin-bodies are left undoped, and the gate is n+ polysilicon. 

We can simply characterize paired-FinFET flash memory cell as two back-to-back fully 

depleted (FD) SOI MOSFETs with hypothetical substrates (or back gates), if we don’t consider 

the fin-fin coupling effect. However, since the paired FinFETs are separated by only a thin 

dielectric gap, the threshold voltage variation caused by the fin-fin coupling effect must be taken 

into account. To incorporate the coupling effect, based on insights afforded by our numerical 

simulations, we propose to redefine the two paired FinFETs as IGFETs, each with an effective 

back-gate bias determined by the state of the other, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2 The two FinFETs 

share the same back-gate dielectric (we initially assume oxide), and the silicon UTB of each 

FinFET serves as the back gate of the other.

In order to describe the fin-fin coupling effect, we first discuss the surface potentials in the 

left FinFET (T1) in Fig. 2.2, and note that the results are applicable to the right FinFET (T2). In 

the gradual-channel approximation, the basic MOS equations for the front and back gates [46] are 
22



 , (2.1)

and

 , (2.2)

where VGfS1 and VGbS1 (which is the voltage applied to the body of T2, i.e., the bulk-Si substrate 

voltage, relative to the source voltage of T1) are the front and back gate-source biases, ΦMSf1 and 

ΦMSb1 are the front and back gate-body work-function differences, φsf1 and φsb1 are front- and 

back-surface potentials in the UTB (referenced to a hypothetical unbiased neutral body), and φoxf1 

and φoxb1 are the potential drops in the front and back gate oxides (all referring to T1). Note that 

since both the back gate and the body of T1 are undoped silicon, ΦMSb1 = 0 in (2.2). Note also in 

(2.2) that we have accounted for the potential drop in the back gate, i.e., φsb2, which is the back-

surface potential of T2. However, since UFDG does not account for potential drops in the gates, 

we will define, by comparing (2.2) with (2.1), an effective back-gate bias for T1 as 

 . (2.3)

Our fin-fin coupling modeling thus is focused on how to simplify and model φsb2, which should 

be controlled mainly by VGfS2. 

Based on undoped-UTB MOSFET theory [47], which recognizes bulk inversion, when 

VGfS2 is greater than Vt of T2 (Vt2), the back surface of the body is strongly inverted, and φsb2 is 

virtually pinned near (φFB + φc) ≅ 0.7V, where φFB is the Fermi potential of the unintentionally 

doped silicon body (≅0.3V due to natural acceptor dopants), and φc (≅0.4V) is a counterpart of 

2φFB for undoped bodies [6]. When VGfS2 is much less than Vt2, the back surface is strongly 

accumulated, and φsb2 is virtually pinned near (φFB - φc) ≅ -0.1V. Between these onsets of strong 

inversion and strong accumulation, e.g., for depletion, φsb2 is approximately linear in VGfS2, or 

VGfS1 ΦMSf1– φsf1 φoxf1+=

VGbS1 φsb2 ΦMSb1–+ φsb1 φoxb1+=

VGbS1 eff( ) VGbS1 φsb2+=
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 , (2.4)

with δφsb2 ≅ δφsf2; reff = Cb(eff)/Cox is the effective body factor, with Cb(eff) being the effective 

body capacitance [47]. Thus, in the intermediate region of operation, we approximate

 , (2.5)

where the threshold voltage was predicted by the preliminary model, having values of -0.51V/

3.05V for erased/programmed (E/P) states of the FinFET, respectively; reff could be estimated 

from the gate swing (S) of the transistor [48]: 

 . (2.6)

From the E/P current-voltage characteristics predicted by the preliminary model (which describes 

paired-FinFET flash memory cell as two back-to-back fully depleted (FD) SOI MOSFETs with 

hypothetical substrates), S ≅ 180mV/dec, and so reff ~ 2. Figure 2.3. shows φsb2-VGfS2 curves for 

T2 in the E/P states, as predicted by (2.5) with the noted pinned potentials; they are in good 

accord with our numerical simulation results.

We note that fin-fin coupling will not significantly affect the T1 current-voltage 

characteristics when T1 is biased to strong inversion or strong accumulation, since the free-carrier 

charge screens the electric field from the oxide gap. From this insight, our model for VGbS1(eff) in 

(2.3) could be simplified by using (2.5) only when T1 is in the subthreshold region, and T2 is in 

the same state as T1, assuming a constant φsb2 otherwise. To illustrate this simplification, we 

describe φsb2, respectively, for the four possible conditions of the two paired FinFETs: (T1,T2) = 

δVGfS2 1
Cb eff( )
Cox

---------------------+
⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞

δφsf2 1 reff+( )δφsb2≅=

φsb2

VGfS2 Vt2–

1 reff+( )
------------------------------- φc φFB+ +≅

S 1 reff+( ) kT
q

------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ 10( )ln∼
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(E,E), (E,P), (P,E), and (P,P). As plotted in Fig. 2.4, when T1 is in the subthreshold region, for 

states (E,E) and (P,P), T2 is also in the subthreshold region, and hence φsb2 is defined by (2.5); for 

state (E,P), T2 is, for practical operation of the cell, in the strong-accumulation region, and φsb2 = 

(φFB - φc) = -0.1V; and for state (P,E), T2 is, for practical operation of the cell, in the strong-

inversion region, and φsb2 = (φFB + φc) = 0.7V. 

From our physical insight on the fin-fin coupling, we thus see that the paired-FinFET flash 

memory cell can be characterized as two IGFETs, with effective back gate biases (VGbS1(eff), and 

VGbS2(eff) defined analogously) dependent on the state of the adjacent transistor. The cell 

subcircuit model, illustrated in Fig. 2.5, has six terminals: the common gate (G = Gf1 = Gf2), the 

common (bulk-Si) body (B = B1 = B2), the left-FinFET (T1) drain (D1) and source (S1), and the 

right-FinFET (T2) drain (D2) and source (S2); VGbS1(eff) and VGbS2(eff) are defined internally, as 

described above, for the four different (T1,T2) conditions.

The paired-FinFET flash cell model, accounting for the fin-fin charge coupling, is defined 

by four UFDG/Spice3 subcircuits: FLASHCELLEE, FLASHCELLEP, FLASHCELLPE, and 

FLASHCELLPP. The four subcircuits account for the four possible (T1,T2) conditions of the 

paired FinFETs, i.e., states (E,E), (E,P), (P,E) and (P,P), defining VGbS1(eff) and VGbS2(eff) 

accordingly as described in the previously. There are two IGFETs in each subcircuit, modeled 

with UFDG. The model was used to predict the IDS-VGS characteristics at VDS = 0.8V of the left 

FinFET (T1), thus emulating a read operation. Simulation results predict the fin-fin coupling 

effect: a larger Vt variation between (E,E) and (E,P) than that between (P,E) and (P,P), as 

illustrated in Fig. 2.6., in good accord with the numerical simulation results in [49]. This results 

prove that our model give accurate modeling of the fin-fin coupling effect.

The UFDG model is process/physics-based, involving only physical and structural 

parameters [45]. The parameter evaluation thus can be done systematically, based on knowledge 
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of the transistor technology and underlying physics. Thus, for model calibration, only a few key 

parameters need to be tuned via specific device measurements, as exemplified and explained 

below.

The front gate-oxide thickness ‘TOXF’ is the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), defined by 

the dielectric stack (3.85nm/6.25nm/6.95nm ONO). To derive TOXF, the nitride thickness t2 is 

converted to an equivalent oxide thickness t2(eq). Then, 

(2.7)

where t1 and t3 are the respective oxide-layer thicknesses; (2.7) yields TOXF = 14nm for the stack 

assumed.

The back gate-oxide thickness “TOXB” is the gap oxide thickness between the two fins. 

The front-oxide fixed (normalized) charge density ‘NQFF’ (= Qox’/q at the SiO2-Si 

interface) is a key parameter that distinguishes Vt of the programmed and erased transistors. It 

effectively accounts for the actual charge density Qox stored at the N-O interface. With NQFF 

calibrated to measured data, the nominal Qox for the programmed transistor was derived from 

Qox’ as follows:

 , (2.8)

where the calibration yielded NQFF = -5.0x1012cm-2; the factor of 2 in (2.8) is approximately 

(t1+t2(eq)+t3)/(t1+t2(eq)), as derived from the EOT analysis. 

The silicon fin-body of each FinFET also serves as the back gate of the adjacent transistor, 

and so the back-gate work function “WKBG” is the work function of undoped silicon (with 

natural acceptor doping density assumed to be ≅1015cm-3). 

The front surface-state density ‘NSF’ is considered for the programmed status since the 

TOXF EOT t1 t2 eq( ) t3+ += =

Qox
q

--------- 2
Qox

′

q
--------- 1.0– x10

13
cm

2–
≅ ≅
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programming/erase processes seem to affect NSF, as reflected by a difference between the 

measured subthreshold IDS-VGS slopes of the memory cell in the erased and programmed 

statuses. NSF is inferred from the programmed device data, and is assumed negligible for the 

erased device.

The body-source/drain junction recombination/generation current coefficient ‘JRO’ and the 

drain and source parasitic series resistances ‘RD’ and ‘RS’ are tuned to match the measured Ioff 

and Ion of the cells in a 32-cell string, respectively. 

The subcircuit-cell model is verified by calibrations to measured IDS-VGS data obtained 

from SAIT [49]. The measurement was conducted for a 32-cell string, with all the cells in the 

string either in (E,E) or (P,P) state. Thus, we conduct the calibrations by simulating the 32-cell 

VsNAND array read operation, which will be discussed in detail in next section. The calibration 

results, showing model predictions in agreement with the measured data for programmed and 

erased devices, are illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

2-3 Model Application

Since the model is process/physics based, the memory-cell model presented can be a useful 

aid to device/technology design, and give reliable performance projections. To exemplify the 

model utility, in this section, we introduce some of the model applications, i.e., to examine the 

impact of process-parameter variations, to analyze the fin-fin charging coupling effect on Vt 

variation, and to facilitate the circuit simulation of VsNAND FLASH array operation. 

First, we use the model to check the sensitivities of Vt to variations in crucial process-

defined parameters. The model predicts IDS-VGS curves that reflect the Vt sensitivity of erased 

and programed devices to variation in Lg, Wsi, and Qox’, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The model 

predicts that the Vt variation in erased transistor is mainly due to variation in Si-fin thickness 

and/or gate length, and that larger Vt variation in the programmed transistor is due to additional 
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sensitivity to variation in the charge density stored in the ONO structure.

Further, the model is used in fin-fin charge coupling analysis. The fin-fin coupling can 

affect the integrity of paired-FinFET flash memory. A design modification for dealing with this 

problem is to use a gap material with low dielectric constant, thereby ameliorating the coupling. 

Our coupling model has been defined based on an SiO2 (oxide) gap, but it can be used for other 

possible dielectrics as well, e.g., Si3N4 (nitride) and air [49]. For the other dielectrics, the gap 

thickness (“TOXB” = tgap for oxide, where tgap is the physical dielectric thickness) is defined to 

be the equivalent back-oxide thickness (EOT); for nitride, EOT = 0.52tgap, and for air, EOT = 

3.9tgap. The model predicts, correctly, that the nitride gap yields the most coupling, while the air 

gap yields the least coupling, consistent with the fact that thicker EOT reduces the coupling. The 

predicted Vt variations caused by the fin-fin charge coupling for the programmed and erased 

states, with oxide, nitride, and air gaps, are tabulated in Table 2.1. All the predictions agree 

reasonably well with corresponding results of numerical simulations in [49]. 

The UFDG-based paired-FinFET flash memory cell model predicts the erased/

programmed transistor current-voltage characteristics accurately, including sensitivities to 

process-induced parameter variations and fin-fin charge coupling. We now demonstrate its utility 

in simulations of VsNAND-array read operations. Numerical simulation is not able to used in 

this simulation because of the too much time consuming because of multi devices needs to be 

simulated simulatneouly.A schematic of (32-bit) VsNAND string is illustrated in Fig. 2. 9. This 

string has the same schematic as the one used in measurement. In the schematic, the two 

FinFETs included in one subcircuit model are in different bit lines. Because the bit-line pitch is 

below the design rule, it is impossible to make individual contact to each bit line [10]. Therefore, 

the two bit lines share one contact and serve as a common bit line (CBL). There are two pairs of 

select transistors, the string-select-line (SSL) transistors and the ground-select-line (GSL) 
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transistors, in the string. They have nearly the same structure as the memory cell, but having a 

larger gate length. Subcircuit model for these 170nm select transistors is calibrated. In this string, 

the signals to and from the two bit lines are not separated as shown in the figure. 

As mentioned in section 2.2, VsNAND array read simulation was conducted for calibration 

and verifying the cell model. The array simulation based on the compact model predicts the CBL 

current (ICBL) subject to a word-line voltage sweep, i.e., the ICBL-VWL31 characteristics 

governed by the FinFETs in the last word line (WL31) at VCBL=0.8V, for the conditions (E,E) 

and (P,P) of the two paired FinFETs in the cell. A Vread (=6.0V) bias is applied to the other word 

lines to ensure that all the other transistors are turned on. Simulation results agree well with 

measured IDS-VGS data.

Further, we use the UFDG-based cell model to simulate the memory operations of the 

string, e.g., Best On-Cell Current (with cell on WL31 selected and erased and all unselected cells 

erased with their WLs at Vread), Worst On-Cell Current (with cell on WL31 selected and erased, 

and all unselected cells programmed with their WLs at Vread), and Off-Cell Current (with cell on 

WL00 selected and worst-case programmed, and all unselected cells erased with their WLs at 

Vread). The model predicts the (DC) CBL current versus VCBL that reflects the state of (i.e., the 

bit in) a selected cell. Simulation results of are tabulated in Table 2.2. As an example, figure 

2.10. shows the predicted Worst On-Cell Current versus VCBL for different values of Vread and 

VCSL set at 0.1V. The predictions generally conform well to measured data [50].

It is noted that the VsNAND-Array operation differs from those of conventional planar 

type memory because of the fin-fin coupling effect. It is noted that by utilizing a VsNAND string 

with two pairs of SSL transistors which can separate the two bit line, we can sensed the cell in 

the four possible (T1,T2) conditions.
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2-4 Model Extension 

Besides charge trapped type, floating gate (poly silicon) is another alternative for the 

Paired-FinFET flash memory design. Our model could still accounts for the floating-gate flash 

memory pretty well, with only one parameter “TOXF” redefined. For the floating-gate memory, 

The ONO dielectric stack is replaced by three layers: Inter-Poly Oxide, Poly Floating Gate and 

Tunneling Oxide sequentially. Then, 

 , (2.9)

where t1 and t2 are the respective oxide-layer thicknesses. And the actual charge density Qox 

stored at the Floating Gate for the programmed transistor could be derived from the “NQFF” (= 

Qox’/q at the SiO2-Si interface) as follows:

 . (2.10)

2-5 Summary

 A UFDG-based subcircuit model for the paired-FinFET flash memory (VsNAND) cell, 

taking into account the fin-fin charge coupling, was proposed, defined and verified. The model 

accurately predicted the sensitivities to process-induced parameter variations and the fin-fin 

charge coupling. The subcircuit model was used to successfully simulate the VsNAND-array 

(string) operations, predicting correct values of Best On-Cell Current, Worst On-Cell Current and 

Off-Cell Current. Finally, we noted that the model is easily extended to be applicable to the 

floating-gate flash. In conclusion, the compact physics/process-based model is useful for 

checking and analyzing the signal margins and process sensitivities for the VsNAND FLASH 

array, as well as for aiding the paired-FinFET design.

TOXF EOT t1 t2+= =

Qox
q

---------
Qox

′

q
---------

t1 t2+

t2
------------------

⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞

×≅
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Table 2-1. Model-predicted Vt variation between the erased states, (E,E) and 
(E,P), and that between the programmed states, (P,E) and (P,P), 
for oxide, nitride, and air gaps.

Gap Material
ΔVt

(Erased State)
ΔVt

(Programmed State)

Oxide 0.37V 0.09V

Nitride 0.57V 0.18V

Air 0.11V 0.03V

Table 2-2. Model-predicted Best On-Cell Current, Worst On-Cell Current and 
Off-Cell Current with Vread=6.0V and VCSL=0V.

VCBL(V)
Best On Cell 
Current(μA)

Worst On Cell 
Current(μA)

Οff Cell 
Current (nA)

0 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.0 2.07 1.57 1.25

2.0 3.04 2.42 73.6
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n+ PolyOxideSilicon
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wSi

wgap

Figure 2-1. Paired-FinFET flash memory (VsNAND) cell structure.
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Oxide/Nitride/Oxide
(ONO)

n+ PolyOxideSilicon

Figure 2-2. Illustration of the back-to-back IGFET structure of the paired-FinFET flash 
memory cell.
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Erased State

Programmed State

Figure 2-3. Simplified model-predicted back-surface potential in T2 (or T1) versus the fron
gate-source voltage, for the erased and programmed states of T2 (or T1).
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Figure 2-4. Effective back-gate bias of T1, versus the front gate-source voltage of T2, as 
defined in the fin-fin coupling model for the four possible conditions of the 
paired FinFETs: (T1,T2) = (E,E), (E,P), (P,P), and (P,E). We assumed here that 
VGbS1 = 0, and hence VGbS1(eff) = φsb2.
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Figure 2-5. Six-terminal UFDG-based subcircuit model for the paired-FinFET flash memory 
cell, including the fin-fin charge coupling. The effective back-gate biases of the two 
IGFETs are defined internally to model the coupling effects.
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Figure 2-6.  Model-predicted current-voltage curves for the paired-FinFET flash memory 
cell in the four possible conditions: (T1,T2) = (E,E), (E,P), (P,P) and (P,E). 
Note here that VGS = VGfS1 = VGfS2.
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Figure 2-7. Model-predicted ICBL-VWL31 curves (bold black) for the 32-cell paired-FinFET 
flash memory string, erased (Vt < 0) and programmed (Vt > 0) devices, compared 
with measured data (light curves/points); VDS = 0.8V, with source and body 
grounded.
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Figure 2-8. Model-predicted IDS-VGS curves for the paired-FinFET flash memory cell, erased 
(Vt < 0) and programmed (Vt > 0) devices, showing composite Vt sensitivity to 
varying process-defined parameters; VDS = 0.8V. For the erased device, Lg and wSi 
were varied +/-10%. For the programmed device, Lg and wSi were varied the same, 
and NQFF was varied by about +/-7%.
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Figure 2-9.  Schematic of a 32-cell VsNAND flash cell string with one CBL. The bias on WL31 is 
swept from -5.0V to +5.0V, with SSL and GSL high, to predict the (DC) CBL current 
versus VWL31 and thus reflect the states of (i.e., the bit in) the transistors in WL31.
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Figure 2-10. Model-predicted Worst On-Cell Current versus VCBL for different values of Vread 
and VCSL set at 0.1V. 
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CHAPTER 3
PHYSICAL INSIGHTS ON THE MEMORY MARGIN OF SCALED (FULLY DEPLETED) 

FLOATING-BODY 1T-DRAM CELLS

3-1 Introduction

 Because of the integration problems associated with the storage capacitor of conventional 

1T/1C DRAM in sub-50nm CMOS technology, interest in capacitorless 1T DRAM, i.e., floating-

body cells (FBCs) on SOI, has grown in recent years [19][20][23]-[28]. The FBCs are based on 

sensing the MOSFET channel current, corresponding to the threshold voltage (Vt) which depends 

on the floating-body charge condition effected via carrier generation or recombination during the 

write processes. While FBCs emerged initially as partially depleted (PD) SOI MOSFETs [19], 

two fully depleted (FD) devices with more potential scalability, i.e., the planar thin-BOX FD/SOI 

MOSFET [25]-[27] and the quasi-planar double-gate (DG) Si FinFET [20][23][28], are more 

promising candidates for FBCs linked to future nanoscale CMOS, especially for high-density and 

embedded applications. The thin BOX enables the FD/SOI device to function as an FBC with 

relatively low substrate bias for creating the accumulation layer at the back surface of the body, 

which is necessary for effective charge storage and data sensing [29]. We assume that the DG 

FinFET is on thin BOX too, and operates with low substrate bias for accumulation as well [23], 

[28], as opposed to the independent-gate mode [20] (which is, electrically, equivalent to the FD/

SOI FBC) that necessitates more complex processing.

In this paper, we study, via both 2-D and 3-D numerical device simulations using Taurus 

[51], whether acceptable memory, or current-signal, margins can be achieved in the two noted FD 

FBCs as they are scaled to nanoscale gate lengths (Lg). This is tantamount to examining the 

dependence of the signal margins on the ultra-thin-body (UTB) thickness (tSi), which must be 

scaled with Lg to control short-channel effects (SCEs) [52][53][54]. We find that both devices 

suffer significant signal-margin loss as tSi is scaled down, implying a scaling limit of 1T-DRAM 
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FBCs. We present new physical insights on the scaling, and explain the different reasons for the 

margin losses in the two devices. 

3-2 Thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC

We first examine the current-signal margin of thin-BOX FD/SOI FBCs via 2-D numerical 

simulations using Taurus. The basic structure of the n-channel device is shown in Fig. 3.1. For the 

simulations, we assume Lg = 56nm with an EOT of tox = 2nm, a midgap work-function gate, an 

undoped UTB with tSi varying from 6nm to 35nm, a thin BOX with tBOX = 10nm, and a p+ Si 

substrate (which facilitates the needed back-surface accumulation in the body). For nominal tSi 

thin enough to control SCEs (≅Lg/4 for thin-BOX CMOS logic [54], which could be relaxed some 

for the FBC application), we note that Vt is high (≅0.7V) when the substrate is biased for the 

needed strong hole accumulation [54]. The memory-operation word-line (WL) and bit-line (BL) 

biases used in the simulations, which are typical [25]-[26], are given in the inset of Fig. 3.2; a 

typical read/write pulse time of 10ns is assumed. The substrate bias (Vsub = -2.0V) is fixed for 

strong accumulation at the back of the UTB (when tSi in nominal). For write ‘1’, the WL (VGS) is 

raised to induce a channel, and the BL (VDS) is pulsed high to drive channel current (IDS) and 

induce impact-ionization current (IGi) to charge the body. For write ‘0’, the WL is raised and the 

BL is pulsed down to forward-bias the B-D junction and discharge the body. The different 

charged and discharged conditions in the body define, in the read operations, a body-voltage 

variation (ΔVBS) which causes a Vt variation [9], 

(3.1)

where r is the body coefficient, nominally defined by the device geometry [9]:

(3.2)

where Cb = εSi/tSi, Cox = εox/tox; εSi/εox ≅ 3 has been assumed. 

ΔVt rΔVBS–=

r Cb Cox⁄ 3tox tSi⁄≅=
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The signal margin is the difference in channel current (ΔIDS) between the read-‘1’ and read-

‘0’ operations, as governed by ΔVt in (1). In Fig. 3.2 we show, versus tSi, the predicted signal 

margin (per μm of the MOSFET width) and the corresponding body-voltage variation of the thin-

BOX FD/SOI FBC. As tSi is scaled down, ΔIDS first increases, but then falls off dramatically for 

tSi < 12nm, portending a scaling limitation. (These trends are consistent with results in [25], 

which were given without a comprehensive explanation.) The initial increase of ΔIDS is mainly 

due to increased r, as described in (3. 2). The subsequent fall-off is, we find, mainly due to (i) a 

reduction of the hole accumulation level during the read operation, which leads to an effective 

decrease of r in (3. 1) [29], and (ii) an increase of Vt, which leads to reduction in channel current 

during read. Another possibly important effect of the increased Vt is reduction in impact-

ionization current and body charging during write ‘1’ [55]. However, this effect is not reflected by 

ΔVBS(tSi) in Fig. 3.2, which remains high and even increases with decreasing tSi for tSi < 12nm. 

This increase of ΔVBS is due to increased efficiency of body discharging (lower VBS) during write 

‘0’ as the hole accumulation level (and storage capacitance) decreases. The main reasons (i) and 

(ii) that we noted are in accord with Fig. 3.2, which shows the dramatic degradation of ΔIDS for 

thin tSi even though ΔVBS remains high. 

The reduced accumulation in (i) defines an reff < r in (3. 1), with reff approaching zero when 

the back surface of the body becomes depleted [29]. The loss of accumulation is explained by 

basic gate-substrate charge-coupling analysis of the FD/SOI MOSFET, which characterizes, for 

the front surface at threshold, the onset substrate bias for back-surface accumulation [47], [56]:

(3.3)

where φc (~0.4V) is the front-surface potential at threshold for an undoped body. Note in (3. 3) 

that  becomes more negative as tSi decreases, meaning that for fixed Vsub, the accumulation 

Vsub
A

VFBb 1
2Cb
CBOX
----------+⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞– φc=

Vsub
A
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level decreases.

The tendency for the higher Vt in (ii) is explained by the same coupling analysis, which also 

characterizes (without SCEs) Vt for accumulation at the back surface [47], [56]: 

 . (3.4)

Note in (3. 4) that  increases with decreasing tSi, due to the increased transverse electric field, 

meaning that for fixed WL read voltage, the inversion level tends to decrease with scaled tSi, 

implying reduced current and margin irrespective of ΔVBS and ΔVt. We note that the actual Vt 

effective in the read operation is lower than  in (4) because of SCEs and because of the noted 

loss of accumulation at the back surface, but nonetheless it does increase with decreasing tSi, as 

our simulations show, and undermines ΔIDS significantly. We note that both effects (i) and (ii) 

become significant for tSi < ~15nm, as reflected in Fig. 3 where plots of  and  versus tSi 

both show significantly increasing magnitudes for this range of tSi. These results are consistent 

with ΔIDS(tSi) in Fig. 3.2. For scalability then, these effects mean that larger WL and substrate 

biases would be needed for acceptable memory operation, which is contrary to the spirit of 

scaling.

Also, for the thin-BOX FD/SOI MOSFET, with tSi scaled down and with |Vsub| large 

enough to achieve strong accumulation at the back surface and VGS high enough to achieve strong 

inversion in the front channel, carrier mobility (μ) degradation becomes significant due to the 

increased transverse electric field [47]. The field increases with decreasing tSi quite significantly, 

approaching infinity as tSi goes to zero. This decreased μ further reduces the margin of the scaled 

FD/SOI FBC.

3-3 Thin-BOX DG FinFET FBC 

The DG FinFET is most likely to become the future mainstream CMOS device, with 
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excellent scalability to the end of SIA ITRS [1]. There are two possible modes of FinFET-based 

FBC operation. One is the independent-gate (IG) mode [20], with one gate biased for 

accumulation, which, electrically, is the same device as the thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC that we 

examined in Sec. II. This FinFET mode seems less viable for embedded-memory applications due 

to its technology complexity and incompatibility with the CMOS logic. The other mode is the DG 

FinFET on thin BOX with substrate bias [23], [28] for accumulation at the bottom of the fin, as 

shown in Fig. 3.3. This mode, with simpler technology, is a more promising alternative for future 

nanoscale 1T-DRAM FBCs. The FBC memory operation for this mode depends on a 2-D 

floating-body effect, by which the accumulation layer at the bottom of the fin-body enables the 

charge storage and the data sensing via sidewall-channel current dependent on the stored charge. 

For the latter mode, we assume a DG (n-channel) FinFET analogous to the FD/SOI 

MOSFET we assumed: Lg = 56nm, tox = 2nm, midgap gates, undoped fin-UTB with tSi varying 

from 14nm to 42nm, tBOX = 10nm, and p+ Si substrate; we initially assume a fin height (or device 

width) hSi = 56nm, but will check its effect on the 2-D floating-body effect later. We examine the 

device via 3-D numerical device simulations using Taurus, and give predicted currents per μm of 

hSi. For nominal tSi thin enough to control SCEs (≅Lg/2 [53], which could be relaxed for FBCs), 

we find, as reflected by the predicted IDS-VGS characteristics in Fig. 3.5, that Vt is slightly higher 

when the (p+) substrate is biased for strong accumulation (Vsub = -2.0V) than it is (≅φc [47]) for 

depletion in normal logic operation (with a grounded, lightly doped substrate). The higher Vt (by 

≅30mV for this case) results from a 2-D gate-substrate charge-coupling effect by which the hole 

accumulation at the bottom of the fin increases the electric field in the sidewall channels. The 

increased field also causes some mobility degradation as evident in Fig. 3.5. This same 2-D 

coupling effect underlies reff for this FinFET FBC, and since it seems to be mild, we might 

surmise that reff is low and the memory margin is inferior to that of the planar FD/SOI FBC in 
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which the coupling effect is 1-D and stronger.

The predicted current-signal margin of the DG FinFET FBC, and the corresponding body-

voltage variation, versus tSi are shown in Fig. 3.6, along with the WL and BL voltage pulses used 

(with 10ns read/write times) for the simulations. Indeed, for nominal tSi, ΔIDS is smaller than that 

of the FD/SOI FBC, even with two gates, and it decreases as tSi is scaled down. Like for the FD/

SOI FBC, the ΔIDS decrease is uncorrelated with ΔVBS, but it is not as abrupt like for the FD/SOI 

cell; it begins for relatively thick tSi, and it increases gradually with decreasing tSi. These 

ΔIDS(tSi) results are consistent with a relatively low reff defined by the 2-D floating-body effect, 

which is not as strong as the 1-D effect reflected by (2). Since the coupling effect on Vt is small 

(see Fig. 3.5), we can deduce that the margin reduction for scaled tSi is due mainly to loss of the 

hole accumulation, which is easily explained. For thin tSi, the 2-D electric field induced by the 

sidewall gates near the bottom of the fin tends to induce depletion/inversion there [57], thereby 

reducing the accumulation level and suppressing its effect on Vt; the 2-D reff is decreased. A lack 

of DG FinFET-FBC scalability is clearly implied, and perhaps more so than that for the FD/SOI 

FBC.

We have assumed hSi = 56nm (=Lg) for our study of the DG FinFET FBC. Since the cell 

performance is based on a 2-D coupling effect in the fin-body, we now check whether varying hSi 

could improve the margin and the scalability of the cell. A quasi-2-D extension of (3. 2) suggests 

that increasing hSi would diminish the coupling and reff, yielding reduced margin. Decreasing hSi 

would enhance the coupling, but, based on our insight derived in Sec. II, would exacerbate the 

margin loss for scaled tSi; a more abrupt fall-off of ΔIDS would result. These insights are borne out 

by the simulation results in Fig. 3.7 showing ΔIDS versus tSi for three different values of hSi. No 

significant scaling benefit is revealed
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3-4 Summary

The memory-margin dependences on UTB thickness of nanoscale planar thin-BOX FD/SOI 

and quasi-planar DG FinFET 1T-DRAM cells were examined via 2-D and 3-D numerical device 

simulations, and physical insights were attained. We found that the FD/SOI FBC suffers from 

abrupt current-signal margin degradation with UTB scaling because of loss of body accumulation 

charge, as well as loss of inversion charge due to increased threshold voltage. Further, thin tSi, 

with the needed accumulation, yields high transverse electric field, which leads to mobility 

degradation and additional loss of margin. We noted also that the DG FinFET FBC suffers from 

nominally low signal margin due to a relatively low, 2-D effective body coefficient, as well as 

gradual margin loss with fin-UTB scaling due to loss of accumulation charge at the base of the 

fin. Both 1T-DRAM cells hence seem to have limited scalability. 

Although scaling tSi of the two FD FBCs we examined is clearly limited, the Lg scalability 

is not as clear. (In this discussion, Lg is actually the effective channel length, which is longer than 

the gate length when gate-source/drain underlap [52]-[54] is used in the device design.) The 

margin predictions for the FD/SOI FBC in Fig. 3.2 indicate a tSi scaling limit of ~10nm with good 

margin, which would translate to Lg ~ 40nm for the CMOS but could imply a shorter Lg limit for 

the FBC, depending on the SCE tolerance. For shorter Lg and Vt lowered due to SCEs, the 

required WL holding (negative) voltage would tend to be larger in magnitude, and this 

requirement could define the practical Lg scalability. However, based on SCE sensitivity to tSi 

[52], the Lg limit would not be much shorter than the noted 40nm. Further, use of a thicker tSi for 

the FBC than that used for the scaled CMOS would complicate the technology for the embedded-

DRAM application. The achievable margin of the DG FinFET FBC will be nominally lower, and, 

as indicated by the predictions in Fig. 3.6, acceptable (≅50μA/μm is assumed, based on a ≅3μA/

fin (i.e., per cell) need [27]) down to a tSi scaling limit of only ~25nm; this translates to Lg ~ 50nm 
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for the CMOS, but perhaps somewhat shorter for the FBC as noted for the FD/SOI cell. And, 

whereas the predictions in Fig. 3. 7 show a tendency for improvement in the scalability of the 

FinFET FBC with decreasing hSi, the benefit is not significant and such design would complicate 

the embedded-DRAM technology since the CMOS hSi should be as high as possible. Thus, the 

two FD 1T-DRAM cells seem to have comparable scalability, which, unfortunately, is not close to 

the end of the SIA ITRS (e.g., Lg < 10nm for high-performance CMOS logic [1]). 
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Figure 3-1. The basic (n-channel) structures of fully depleted planar thin-BOX FD/SOI and quasi-
planar DG FinFET (with channel perpendicular to the figure) FBCs. The substrates of 
both devices are negatively biased for hole accumulation at the back/bottom of the Si 
body. 
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Figure 3-2.  Taurus-predicted current-signal margin and body-voltage variation versus UTB 
thickness of the 56nm FD/SOI FBC. The word-line and bit-line voltage pulses used 
for the 2-D transient memory-sequence simulation are indicated in the inset, and 10ns 
read/write times were assumed; Vsub = -2.0V. ΔIDS is defined as the difference 
between IDS at the ends of the read-‘1’ and read-‘0’ operations; ΔVBS is defined as 
the difference in VBS (i.e., the quasi-Fermi-potential separation at the source side of 
the body) between the two read operations. 
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Figure 3-3.  The back accumulation-onset and (front) threshold voltages versus body thickness, 
derived from (3) and (4) with φc = 0.4V, respectively, for the thin-BOX FD/SOI 
nMOSFET. Note that the actual Vt in the read operations of the FBC is lower than 

 due to SCEs and the loss of hole accumulation at the back surface of the body 
reflected by  vs. tSi.
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Figure 3-4. The basic (n-channel) structures of fully depleted planar thin-BOX FD/SOI and quasi-
planar DG FinFET (with channel perpendicular to the figure) FBCs. The substrates of 
both devices are negatively biased for hole accumulation at the back/bottom of the Si 
body. 
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Figure 3-5.  Taurus-predicted current-voltage characteristics of the 56nm DG nFinFET, for tSi = 
28nmn and hSi = 56nm, with the (p+) substrate biased for strong accumulation (-2.0V) 
and for depletion (0.5V, which is equivalent to a grounded, lightly doped substrate) at 
the base of the fin. For the latter case, Vt ≅ φc, whereas it is ≅30mV higher for the 
former case.
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Figure 3-6.  Taurus-predicted current-signal margin and body-voltage variation versus fin-UTB 
thickness of the 56nm DG FinFET FBC. The word-line and bit-line voltage pulses 
used for the 3-D transient memory-sequence simulation are indicated in the inset, and 
10ns read/write times were assumed; Vsub = -2.0V.
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Figure 3-7.  Taurus-predicted current-signal margin versus fin-UTB thickness of the 56nm DG 
FinFET FBC for different fin heights. Crude tSi scaling limits, based on an assumed 
needed memory margin of ≅3uA/cell, are indicated for each assumed value of hSi.
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CHAPTER 4
PHYSICAL INSIGHTS ON BJT-BASED 1T CAPACITORLESS DRAM

4-1 Introduction

 Because of the integration limit of conventional 1T/1C DRAM in nanoscale CMOS 

technology, interest in “capacitorless” 1T DRAM cells on SOI, which utilize the MOSFET 

floating body to store data, has grown in recent years [20][24]25][29]. While most conventional 

1T DRAM cells work through sensing of the channel current, dependent on the threshold voltage 

that varies with the floating-body charge condition, a recently reported 1T DRAM cell utilizes the 

parasitic BJT current in the SOI MOSFET structure for both writing and reading data [30]-[34]. 

This BJT-based 1T DRAM cell has attracted interest because of its full compatibility with 

standard SOI processing and its potentially supreme performance, e.g., very high signal margin, 

low power consumption, and high density. The BJT-based DRAM cell is also shown to have 

better scalability and compatibility than conventional FD-MOSFET DRAM cells because it can 

be effected with FinFETs without independent gate bias or substrate bias. Although the parasitic 

BJT has already been studied intensively as one of the floating-body effects in the SOI MOSFET 

[60][61], there is not much insight on how it is used for DRAM operation and why a FinFET can 

work without an independent gate. 

In this chapter, using numerical device simulations, we physically overview the basic 

operation of BJT-based 1T DRAM cells. We find and physically explain an interesting 

phenomenon that renders the write-‘1’ operation extremely sensitive to a time offset between the 

word-line (WL) and bit-line (BL) voltage pulses. We also gain insight concerning the role of gate 

capacitance in the BJT-based charging process, which explains why a fully depleted (FD) cell, 

e.g., a FinFET [32], can be effectively charged without an independent bias for accumulation 

charge that is necessary in conventional FD-MOSFET DRAM cells [20]. We also reveal a bulk-
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accumulation effect that undermines the BJT operation as the cell-body thickness is scaled. 

Furthermore, we explore the viability of BJT-based DRAM by studying its sensitivity to 

variations of process parameters, and retention time. Based on the physical insights we get, we 

show that undoped, FD/SOI bodies/bases will be needed, as in SG-FD/SOI MOSFETs or DG 

FinFETs. Further, we note that the serious hot-carrier reliability problems constitute the major 

issue that threatens the viability of BJT-based DRAM. A capacitorless DRAM for a low-voltage 

operation is called for.

4-2 Physical Insights on BJT-Based 1T DRAM Operation

The operation of the BJT-based DRAM cell, illustrated in Fig. 4.1 (with grounded S), is 

based almost exclusively on the parasitic BJT of the floating-body SOI n-channel MOSFET, 

which is driven to near the BVCEO breakdown for writing and reading ‘1’ (body/base charging). 

The memory effect is shown by a programming/read window shown in Fig. 4.2. This ID (≅IBJT) 

vs. VGread (WL pulse) plot is derived from transient (pulsed-VG) simulations done with Taurus 

[51], for stored ‘1’ (charged body/base) and stored ‘0’ (uncharged body/base) states of a 90nm 

PD/SOI cell. The detail description of memory operation, together with the now physical insight 

we get about it will be shown later. The programming/read window shows a very high sense 

margin mainly due to BJT latching. We also point out that IBJT increases some with the read VG 

for state ‘1’. We believe this increase is due to BJT current gain (β) increasing with VGread due to 

less bulk accumulation charge (and hence lower effective Gummel number) within the effective 

thickness (tSi(eff)) of the BJT. Later, this effect will be discussed more and shown to be an 

limitation of BJT-based dram scaling.

We first demonstrate the general BJT-based 1T DRAM-cell operation via 2-D numerical 

device simulations done with Taurus [51]. We present results of simulating the DRAM operation 

of a DG (n-channel) FinFET, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4.3. The FinFET has a 56-nm gate 
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length (Lg) with an EOT of tox=2nm, an undoped fin-body with thickness tSi=28nm, and midgap 

gates; the default fin height, or gate width, is 1μm. As shown in Fig. 4.3, for write ‘1’, the BL 

(VD) is pulsed to near the breakdown voltage (BVCEO [46]) of the parasitic BJT, and the WL (VG) 

is pulsed up to raise the body/base voltage [VBS(t)], via capacitive coupling, enough to increase β 

and drive the latch condition, β(M - 1) ≅ 1, where M is the impact-ionization multiplication factor. 

The (weak) impact-ionization current that charges the body/base is IGi = (M - 1)IBJT, where IBJT is 

the induced BJT current. For write ‘0’, VG is pulsed up again to raise VBS, and VD is kept well 

below BVCEO, thus effecting removal of the stored holes by mainly body-source junction 

recombination; IBJT(t) decays to zero. For the read operation, with high VD < BVCEO, a smaller 

VG pulse is used, but high enough to induce BJT latch, via VBS(t) > 0, when the body is charged 

(read ‘1’); when the body is not charged, VBS(t) is lower and no significant current is induced 

(read ‘0’). 

In Fig. 4.3, we show predicted current, IDS(t) ≅ IBJT(t), corresponding to a complete 

sequential memory operation of the BJT-based DRAM cell for two different offsets (ΔtWB) 

between the WL and BL voltage-pulse drops, ΔtWB=+1ns and ΔtWB=-1ns as indicated. We see an 

interesting phenomenon. For ΔtWB=+1ns, i.e., the BL voltage begins to fall 1ns after the WL 

voltage, the predicted operation is normal with a high current margin about 450μA/μm. However, 

for ΔtWB=-1ns, no current is sensed for the ‘1’ state, implying a failure of write ‘1’. Since latched-

BJT currents are seen in the write-‘1’ process for both cases, the different charging results must be 

defined during the short 2ns difference in ΔtWB. This insight is confirmed by the predicted 

ultimate peak hole density (pw1) in the body/base, under the gate oxide, plotted in Fig. 4.4. versus 

ΔtWB. The stored hole density is quite sensitive to ΔtWB; pw1 increases by a factor of five as ΔtWB 

increases from -1ns to +1ns. We note that when ΔtWB=-1ns, pw1 is clearly smaller than the critical 

density (pcrit) for latch, even approaching the density (pw0) corresponding to stored ‘0’. This 
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means that the write-‘1’ process in this case virtually results in write ‘0’. Note also in Fig. 4.4 that 

ΔtWB=0 yields tenuous results (i.e., pw1~pcrit); indeed, a finite WL-BL pulse offset is essential.

The ΔtWB phenomenon can be explained by considering the basic charging process in a 

floating-body 1T DRAM cell. For hole storage, the floating body needs a substantive intrinsic 

dynamic capacitor [29]. We find that the gate capacitance (CG) serves as the predominant charge-

storage element in BJT-based charging, but its efficacy depends on ΔtWB. When the BJT is 

latched in the write-‘1’ process, VG is irrelevant; the “open-base” BVCEO breakdown is self-

sustaining [46]. Thus, for ΔtWB>0, i.e., when the WL pulse drops prior to the BL pulse, the BJT 

remains latched, with VBS(t) nearly fixed, when VG drops negative to hold the data, as shown in 

Fig. 4.3. Then, the latched BJT charges CG with additional holes, ΔQp ≅ CGΔVG where ΔVG is 

the drop in VG. However, for ΔtWB<0, i.e., when the BL pulse ends prior to the WL pulse, the BJT 

unlatches when VD drops, and holes in the base/body are quickly removed by recombination in 

the forward-biased source and drain junctions. Then, there is no way to charge CG when WL 

ultimately drops. This insight reveals that the effective body, or CG, charging occurs during the 

(positive) offset time. It further implies that, since the BJT latch can be achieved very fast due to 

the positive feedback, a very short write-‘1’ time is possible. Additional simulations confirm this 

implication, predicting effective times of less than 5ns. Also, we note that the utilization of CG for 

the charge storage is a unique property of the BJT-based cell, and enables the memory operation 

with FD bodies. For example, an undoped FinFET could be used [31], without an independent 

bias to induce accumulation in the body as needed in conventional 1T DRAM cells for storing 

holes and reading data [20], [24], [29]. For the latter cells, in which channel current drives the 

impact ionization, CG cannot be used as the storage element because of the existence of the 

channel. 
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4-3 Bulk-Accumulation Effect on Scalability of BJT-Based 1T DRAM

As mentioned, in the write-‘1’ process with ΔtWB>0, the BJT remains latched during the 

offset time. However, the current decreases a bit when VG drops, as indicated in Fig. 4.3. This is 

because of the added charge ΔQp on CG, which manifests as bulk accumulation charge in the 

body. The hole accumulation tends to deactivate the BJT near the surfaces, or to reduce the 

effective thickness [tSi(eff)] of the BJT base, and hence undermine the BJT and memory 

operations. We also note this tSi(eff) effect when we introduce the generic programming/read 

window previously. This bulk-accumulation effect thus portends a scaling limitation. As tSi is 

scaled with the technology, tSi(eff) shrinks, ultimately pinching-off the BJT. Additional simulation 

results in Fig. 4.4 illustrate this issue. For the Lg=56nm cell (in the working ΔtWB≅+1ns region), 

the write-‘1’ process is successful, even as tSi is thinned; in fact, pw1 actually increases a bit 

because of reduced junction recombination after the BL drop. However, for a scaled cell with 

Lg=28nm and tSi scaled accordingly (~Lg/2), the hole density is dramatically reduced, and more 

so as tSi is thinned. The write-‘1’ process is very sensitive to the assumed small tSi variation of 

only 2nm. This extreme sensitivity, and the undermining of the write-‘1’ process, reflects the 

reduction of tSi(eff); ultimately, the process fails as the BJT is not latched and CG is not charged.

 The scaling problem is emphasized in Fig. 4.5, which shows predicted read-‘1’ and write-

‘1’ currents versus tSi for the Lg=28nm cell. Note how the read-‘1’ current falls off dramatically 

with tSi, thus diminishing the margin; the current is virtually zero for tSi≤13nm. Whereas our 

prediction of this trend is valid, the actual tSi limit noted could vary with the WL and BL voltage 

pulses used, as well as with differences in the numerical model parameters [51] assumed. The 

write-‘1’ current is less sensitive because the higher VG yields less bulk accumulation. We 

propose that the bulk-accumulation effect could be controlled by not scaling tSi so much when Lg 

is scaled for higher memory density, since short-channel effects are not too significant for the 
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DRAM cell. 

4-4 Viability of BJT-Based 1T DRAM

Since BJT-based DRAM cell is driven to near the BVCEO breakdown in the write ‘1’ and 

read ‘1’ operations, its high sensitivities to variations in crucial process-defined parameters are 

expected. We checked these sensitivities of a 90nm PD/SOI dram cell via 2-D numerical 

simulations with Taurus [51]. We assumed a typical retrograded channel doping density, with NBL 

= 5x1017cm-3 near the surface and NBH = 1018cm-3 below the depletion layer, of thickness tb = 

40nm; we let the SOI thickness be tSi = tf = 120nm. The simulating results show that both the 

high- and low-doped portions of the body/base contribute to the BJT action. We show Taurus-

predicted shifts of current for write ‘1’ and read ‘1’ due to variations in Lg, tb, tf, NBL, and NBH in 

Table 4.1 respectively. The results show high sensitivity of memory operation to these expected 

parameter variations, especially in Lg and NBH. This is because Lg is the virtual base width of the 

parasitic BJT, which determines β directly, and the predominant part of the BJT is in the lower, 

quasi-neutral part of the body, where NBH defines the Gummel number. 

It is noted that our process/physics-based compact model for partially depleted (PD) SOI 

MOSFETs, UFPDB [62], can be used to simulate the operation of BJT-based PD/SOI DRAM cell 

in Spice3, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Thus, we also use the UFPDB to check the BJT-based PD/SOI 

DRAM cell’s sensitivies to variations in process-related parameters. The UFPDB-predicted shifts 

of current for write ‘1’ and read ‘1’ due to variations in Lg, tb, tf, NBL, and NBH are shown in 

Table 4.2. Although the sensitivities seem to be overestimated by UFPDB, their predicted 

significances are in accord with the Taurus predictions. 

Because of the significant random fluctuations in the body/base doping, the PD/SOI 

memory cell will suffer substantive sensitivity degradation when scaled down, just like the widely 

varying threshold voltage of the scaled PD/SOI MOSFET. As shown in Table 4.1, Taurus predicts 
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significant write-‘1’ and read-‘1’ current shifts (>20%) with the assumed variations in NBH and 

NBL. These variations will be larger and random in scaled PD/SOI, and so the results in Table 4.1 

imply that PD/SOI memory cell will not be viable in the future. Undoped, FD/SOI bodies/bases 

will be needed, as in SG-FD/SOI MOSFETs or DG FinFETs.

The ‘0’-retention time subject to BL disturb by GIDL current is another important issue that 

threatens BJT-based cell’s viability. Since a high VDS is used in BJT-based DRAM cell to achieve 

a BJT latch, the associated BL disturb becomes more serious than that in conventional FBC. 

Although a long underlap (~30nm) has been suggested for BJT-based cell to solve this ‘0’-

retention problem [32], it not only increases cell area but also degrades its memory compatibility 

for embedded application. 

Further, BJT-based DRAM cells suffers significant hot-carrier reliability issues due to the 

high drain voltages (VDS) required for BJT latch [63][64]. A endurance failure after only 500 

cycles for BJT-based FinFET DRAM cell has been shown in [63]. Therefore, this hot-carrier 

reliability problem is the fatal issue that threatens BJT-based cell’s viability. A lower VDS 

operation is necessary for the capacitorless DRAM cells to achieve a high reliability. 

4-5 Summary

The basic operation of BJT-based 1T DRAM cells on SOI was simulated numerically, and 

physical insights were derived. We noted that the gate capacitance is the predominant charge-

storage element, implying that fully depleted bodies without independent biasing for 

accumulation charge can be used. We noted and explained that a positive WL-BL offset (ΔtWB) is 

necessary for effective write ‘1’, with extreme sensitivity to ΔtWB. Sensitivity to the needed ΔtWB 

must be accounted for in the circuit design. We noted a bulk-accumulation effect that may 

undermines the BJT and cell operations for thin tSi, resulting in loss of current margin and 

ultimate write-‘1’ failure. Considering sensitivities to process parameters, we proposed that PD/
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SOI is not viable as scaling down, while FD body device, such as FD/SOI or FinFET, will be 

needed in the future. We noted that the serious hot-carrier related reliability problems, due to the 

high VDS for BJT latch is the major issue that threatens the viability of the BJT-based DRAM. A 

viable capacitorless DRAM cell must be able to operate at a low VDS for enough reliability.
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Table 4-1.  Taurus-predicted write-‘1’ and read-‘1’current sensitivities of the 
90nm PD/SOI Gen2 cell to typical variations in process-defined 
structural parameters.

ΔIwrite ‘1’ ΔIread ‘1’

Lg

(-10% / +10%)
+14% / -19% +15% / -22%

tb
(-10% / +10%)

-5.0% /+3.0% -7.5% / +4.7%

NBL

(-10% / +10%)
+5.2% / -3.5% +4.9% / -4.3%

NBH

(-10% / +10%)
+11% / -7.7% +14% / -12%

tb
(-20% / +20%)

-8.3% / +7.0% -12% / +8.8%

NBL

(-20% / +20%)
+10% / -8.3% +9.8% / -8.4%

NBH

(-20% / +20%)
+22% / -15% +28% / -23%
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Table 4-2. UFPDB-predicted write-‘1’ and read-‘1’current sensitivities of the 
90nm PD/SOI Gen2 cell to typical variations in process-defined 
structural parameters. 

ΔIwrite ‘1’ ΔIread ‘1’

Lg

(-10% / +10%)
+90% / -70% +130% / -100%

tb
(-10% / +10%)

-1.6% / +5.3% +11% / -15%

tf
(-10% / +10%)

-4.2% / +3.5% -12% / +9.0%

NBL

(-10% / +10%)
+7.0% / -7.0% +1.1% / -1.1%

NBH

(-10% / +10%)
+57% / -20% +100% / -90%
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Figure 4-1. Schematic of the SOI MOSFET as BJT-based DRAM cell, showing the parasitic 
BJT which underlies the basic cell operation.
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Figure 4-2. Taurus-predicted BJT-based DRAM programming/read window for the 90nm PD/
SOI MOSFET/BJT.
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Figure 4-3. Taurus-predicted BJT-based DRAM operation of the DG nFinFET, with 
ΔtWB=+1ns and ΔtWB=-1ns. The transient pulsings of the word line and bit line of 
the cell are shown in the top plots. The transient cell currents, which reflect the 
stored data, are shown in the bottom plots, where the inset illustrates the basic 
structure of the FinFET. We note, with reference to the superimposed circle in the 
bottom figure, that in the write-‘1’ operation, the BJT remains latched during the 
WL drop for the ΔtWB=+1ns case.
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Figure 4-4. Predicted peak hole density (pw1) in the body, under the gate oxide, at the end of 
write-‘1’ operation versus ΔtWB for FinFETs with varying Lg and tSi; the same 
WL and BL voltage pulses used in Fig. 4.3 were used here. The critical write-‘1’ 
hole density (pcrit) for the FinFET with Lg=56nm and tSi=14nm is indicated. 
Based on simulations, if pw1>pcrit, the DRAM cell is in the ‘1’ state, and if 
pw1<pcrit, the cell is in the ‘0’ state. The hole density (pw0) after the write-‘0’ 
operation for the same FinFET is also indicated, showing write-‘1’ failures when 
ΔtWB =-1ns, as pw1 approaches pw0
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Figure 4-5. Predicted write-‘1’ and read-‘1’ currents for FinFETs with Lg=28nm and tSi varying 
from 12nm to 16nm; the same WL and BL voltage pulses used in Figs. 1 and 2 
were used here. The bulk-accumulation effect reduces the read-‘1’ current 
significantly as tSi decreases. The predicted lower sensitivity of the write-‘1’ 
current to the tSi variation is due to the higher VG used in write ‘1’, which alleviates 
the bulk-accumulation effect.
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CHAPTER 5
A PUNCH THROUGH-BASED 2T DG-FINFET FBC

5-1 Introduction

Because of the process difficulties associated with the storage capacitor of conventional 1T/

1C DRAM in sub-50nm CMOS technology, capacitorless DRAM cells, i.e., SOI floating-body 

cells (FBCs), have attracted intensive research interest in recent years [20][24][25][30-32]. The 

first kind of FBC works through sensing of the channel current, which is dependent on the 

threshold voltage that varies with the floating-body charge condition. Either channel impact-

ionization current or GIDL current has been used to charge the floating body. However, as 

demonstrated in Chapter 3, 1T FBCs lack scalability due to loss of sense margin caused by scaled 

body thickness. Furthermore, the independent gate or substrate bias [which is required for charge 

storage and data sensing for fully depleted (FD) cells] not only limits the memory compatibility 

for embedded applications but also reduces the effective body coefficient (reff) significantly as the 

FBC scales down [65]. Another kind of FBC, analyzed in Chapter 4, utilizes the parasitic BJT 

current in the SOI MOSFET for both write and read. This cell has drawn more attention recently 

because it provides high sense margin, non-destructive read, and, especially, superior 

compatibility without the need of any substrate or independent gate bias. However, as discussed 

in Chapter 4, BJT-based FBCs , as well as the 1T FBCs [66], suffer from hot-carrier reliability 

issues due to the high drain voltage (VDS) required for impact ionization and BJT latch (>2.5V).  

While both of the two noted FBCs consist of one transistor, the 2T FBGC is also promising 

[59][67]. FBGC utilizes the floating body of one transistor to directly drive the gate of the second 

transistor. It offers excellent memory performance including high sense margin and very long 

retention times, although the gated-diode structure of the first transistor (T1) increases the process 

complexity. In addition, in order to achieve a long ‘0’ retention time under BL disturb, T1 needs a 
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very long underlap (~30nm) which not only increases cell area but also degrades its memory 

compatibility. 

In this chapter, we propose a novel punch through (PT)-based 2T FinFET FBC that offers 

low power operation, high sense margin, long worst-case retention times, improved reliabilities, 

and good compatibility for embedded memory applications in future nanoscale CMOS 

technology. This PT-based FinFET FBC utilizes GIDL for programming and PT current for data 

sensing, without the need for substrate or independent gate bias. The proposed FBC design 

enables a low VDS (~1V) operation, which, as a result, improves the reliability by avoiding hot-

carrier effects (HCE). We provide physical insights on the mechanism of the modulation of PT 

current by floating-body charge conditions in the FinFET-based FBC. We also find that the PT-

based memory effect strongly depends on the thickness of the FinFET body. We design a PT-

based FinFET FBC in a 2T structure by adding another pass transistor to block BL disturb for 

holding data. We show that the 2T structure also plays an important role in achieving a high 

Iread‘1’/Ihold ‘1’ ratio for viable DRAM array operation, which is hard to achieve in a 1T PT-based 

FinFET FBC. Furthermore, we verify the functionality of the PT-based FBC for planar thin-BOX 

FD/SOI MOSFET technology. However, we find that, compared with its counterpart using 

FinFET technology, the thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC suffers from a lower sense margin due to its 

finite body capacitance.Thus, 2T thick-body FinFETs seem to be the best candidates for the PT-

based FBC. Thorough performance comparisons of the PT-based 2T FinFET FBC with other 1T 

and 2T FBCs are made in the final section. 

5-2 PT-Based Memory Effect in a FinFET FBC 

In this section, we focus on the basic PT-based memory effect in DG-FinFET FBCs. The PT 

phenomenon is well known as a major obstacle for submicron CMOS transistor scaling [68]. 

However, there are some devices, for instance, PT transistors [69-71], that utilize gate-controlled 
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PT current for high-voltage and high-frequency applications. In addition, it has been reported that 

when a short-channel MOSFET is biased with high VDS, the avalanched holes can trigger not 

only the parasitic BJT latch but also PT current, which can be used for memory application [72]. 

However, this cell works almost the same as the BJT-based FBC [30], and so it also suffers from 

serious HCE issues due to the BJT latch. While our PT-based FinFET FBC works through sensing 

of only the charge-modulated PT current rather than BJT current, it can operate at a remarkably 

low VDS (~1V) and achieve superior reliability. 

We first demonstrate the basic DRAM operation of a one-transistor (1T) PT-based FinFET 

FBC via numerical simulation using SenTaurus [73]. The 2T FBC architecture suggested for 

performance improvement will be discussed later in detail in the next section. The basic structure 

of the n-channel DG FinFET is shown in Fig. 5.1. For the simulation, we assume Lg=56nm with 

an EOT of tox =3nm, a midgap work-function gate, an undoped body with tSi=56nm; the default 

fin height, or gate width, is 1μm. Noted that a thicker body is used, compared with the nominal tSi 

that is thin enough to control SCEs (~Lg/2 [53]). We will show later that this design is critical for 

the PT-based FinFET FBC.

In Fig. 5.2, we present results of simulating the DRAM operation of the FinFET. The GIDL 

tunneling current, controlled by the WL (VG) and the BL (VD) voltage pulses, is used to charge 

the floating body, i.e., write a ‘1’. To write a ‘0’, VG is pulsed up to raise the body voltage (VB) 

via capacitive coupling, thus effecting the removal of the stored holes by body-source/drain 

recombination. This write-‘0’ process can be very efficient due to the strong capacitive coupling 

in the PT-based FinFET FBC which has a negligible body capacitance. For the read operation, VG 

is also pulsed up to raise VB to be high enough to turn-on the PT current when the body is charged 

(read ‘1’); when the body is not charged, VB is lower and no significant PT current is induced 

(read ‘0’). Since WL is negatively biased during programming and read operations, the gate 
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capacitance (CG) serves as the charge storage element so that no substrate or independent gate 

bias is required. We show, also in Fig. 5.2, the predicted current, IDS(t), corresponding to a 

complete sequential memory operation. Negligible programming power is predicted since there is 

no channel current. The results, with nanoscale-second programming and read times, demonstrate 

the basic operation of the cell, showing that stored charge can effectively modulate the PT current 

even at low VD (1V), and yield a good signal margin (~53μA/μm). 

The functionality of the PT-based FinFET FBC is further confirmed by the predicted 

programming/read window (ΔVGS ~ 0.4V) in Fig. 5.3. This IDS vs. VGS (WL pulse) plot is 

derived from transient (pulsed-VG) simulations of the read operation for stored-‘1’ and stored-‘0’ 

states. The predicted read-‘0’ current becomes significant only when VGS > -0.3V; this is mainly 

the MOSFET subthreshold diffusion current (which is unusually high because of the relatively 

severe SCEs in the PT-cell FinFET). The low Vt and large subthreshold slope (SS) are due to the 

serious SCEs introduced by thick body. Contrarily, for reading ‘1’, as the VGS increases, 

significant current occurs due to punch through when VGS ≥ −0.8V. For increasing VGS, the read-

‘1’ current is ultimately dominated by the MOSFET subthreshold current, as the read-‘0’ current 

is, as implied by the disappearing read window in Fig. 5.3. 

 We find that the predicted read-‘1’ current follows the behavior of space-charge limited 

current very well. Actually our PT-based FinFET FBC can be generally modeled by the current-

voltage relation for the gate-controlled punch-through transistor [69][71]:

 (5.1)

where L is the channel length and A is the device cross-sectional area. In [69] and [71], VtPT is a 

function of VGS. For our device, VtPT is also modeled as a function of VBS due to the stored-

charge modulation. As shown in Fig. 5.4, for the same biases as in the memory operation, the 

IDS
9εμA

8L
3

------------- VDS VtPT VGS VBS( , )–[ ]2=
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SenTaurus-predicted read-‘1’ current data follows (5.1) (with calibration) very well, further 

confirming our conclusion that the read-‘1’ current is dominated by punch through. 

Now we give a general physical explanation on the modulation of flow of PT current by the 

stored charge in the floating body of the DG FinFET. The onset of the punch-through current 

requires the body/source potential barrier (φbarrier) to be low enough for the electrons to be 

injected from source into the body, where they drift to the drain via space charge-limited flow. 

When the FinFET FBC is in the ‘1’ state, its high VB raised by the stored charged will reduce 

φbarrier and turn-on the punch-through current. This is confirmed by the predicted potential 

distribution of the FinFET FBC from source to drain, as plotted in Fig. 5.5 for both the ‘1’ and ‘0’ 

states. As shown in Fig. 5.5, φbarrier for the ‘1’ state is lower than that for the ‘0’ state, and leads to 

the noted punch-through current for the ‘1’ state in Fig. 5.3. We also note in Fig. 5.5 that φbarrier 

for the thick-body FinFET (tSi=56nm) is much lower than that for a thin-body FinFET 

(tSi=28nm). The lower φbarrier in thick-body FinFET is due to DIBL. This insight implies that the 

thin-body FinFET with higher φbarrier is not viable as a PT-based FBC, which is confirmed by 

predicted results in Fig. 5.6 that show no functional programming/read window of the FinFET 

(tSi=28nm). As shown in Fig. 5.6, the read-‘1’ and read-‘0’ current curves overlap with each 

other, both being just the MOSFET subthreshold current. Compared with the thick-body FinFET, 

the thin-body FinFET shows a higher Vt and lower SS since the DIBL is well controlled. The 

enhanced DIBL effect in the thick-body FinFET plays a critical role in enabling a PT-based 

DRAM operation, even at low VDS. Without the DIBL enabling, even though there are holes 

stored in the floating thin body of the FinFET, no PT current can be triggered. 

Thus, a thin-body FinFET can only work as a FBC in the BJT-based mode. We reiterate, 

however, that the BJT-based read operation requires high VDS (>2.5V) for transistor latch. Since 

the parasitic BJT current gain (β) in the MOSFET is very small (~30 for the thin-body FinFET 
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FBC), high VBS (> 0.8V) is needed to get sufficient (hole) current margin for the BJT-based read 

‘1’. As a result, a high VDS for strong impact ionization and BJT latch is needed to maintain this 

high VBS, otherwise the current will decay very quickly due to significant recombination current. 

Since PT current mainly consists of the electron current (Ielectron/Ihole>105) for a thick-body 

FinFET during read ‘1’), VBS in the PT-based read-‘1’ operation can be much lower than that in 

the BJT-based read ‘1’. Thus, the PT-based read-‘1’ current will not decay too much during the 

read operation, even without impact ionization. Additional simulations confirm this implication, 

predicting only a 3% decrease of read-‘1’ current after 10 read-‘1’ operations.

 As noted, a thick body is critical for the functionality of the PT-based FinFET FBC. This 

could cause a read-‘0’ error. Since a large number of unselected hold-‘1’ cells and the intended 

read-‘0’ cell share the same BL, to guarantee a valid read-‘0’ operation, the total hold-‘1’ leakage 

current must be significantly smaller than the read-‘1’ current. Thus, the increased hold-‘1’ 

leakage current due to thick-body could be a serious problem for the viability of PT-based FinFET 

FBC. Additional simulations predict a high hold-‘1’ leakage current (~0.1μA/μm) for the thick-

body 1T FinFET FBC, which implies that the number of cells that could share the same BL 

should be less than 500 (i.e., < Iread ‘1’/I hold ‘1). Since typically there are 256 to 1024 cells on one 

BL of a DRAM array [74], the viability of the PT-based 1T-FinFET (with thick body) memory 

array could be limited. 

 Another problem with the PT-based DRAM cell is the short ‘0’ retention time due to 

GIDL-based charging under BL disturb. Because GIDL current also serves as the major leakage 

mechanisms for hold ‘0’ during BL disturb time, there is little design space to realize a fast GIDL-

based program and a long ‘0’ retention [67]. This short ‘0’ retention time associated with the 

GIDL charging is a common problem for all FBCs using GIDL-based charging [59][75]. 

Further, note that in the memory operation in Fig. 5.2, the WL voltages used for writing ‘1’ 
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and writing ‘0’ are different, which implies that row programming is not possible. In the next 

section, we will propose a 2T structure for the PT-based FinFET FBC with new operation bias to 

solve all the problems noted herein. 

5-3 The PT-Based 2T FinFET FBC

 The basic structure of PT-based 2T FinFET FBC is shown in Fig. 5.7. The cell comprises 

two serially connected transistors, T1 and T2. T1 works the same as the PT-based 1T FinFET 

FBC discussed in last section; T2 is a pass transistor that works as a switch controlled by a control 

line (CL). T2 is turned on to pass BL voltage to T1 during programming and read operations, and 

turned off to block the BL disturb to T1 when data is held. We assume T2 to have the same 

structure as T1; the area penalty due to 2T structure is thus relieved since T1 and T2 can share a 

common source/drain. To improve the switch performance of T2, we may design it with a thinner 

body to control SCEs better. However, then the noted common source/drain can not be achieved 

due to the difference of body thickness between T1 and T2; thus, more cell area is the cost. 

Although the PT-based FBC utilizes FinFETs with thick bodies, its compatibility to logic FinFET 

technology is not threatened too much. This is because with the vertical structure, the body 

thickness of the FinFET is not determined by the planar SOI thickness; no additional processing is 

needed for the thick-body device fabrication.         

Fig. 5.8 shows a SenTaurus-simulated DRAM operation for this 2T FBC. Generally, the 

memory operation is the same as what we assumed for the 1T cell, except for the added CL bias as 

well as a new 2-phase WL pulse used for writing both ‘1’ and ‘0’. During the first phase of WL 

pulse, WL is pulsed up to raise VBS and write a ‘0’. During the second phase, WL is pulsed down; 

whether to write ‘1’ or to keep the ‘0’ state is determined by whether a 1V BL pulse is used. We 

note that the duration of the first WL phase can be very short (~2ns) because write ‘0’ can be very 

efficient for our cell. Although this 2-phase WL bias adds complexity to the memory circuit, the 
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same WL voltage can now be used for writing both ‘1’ and ‘0’, enabling row programming and 

increasing the write speed while eliminating WL-disturb effects. The simulation predicts a 

negligible current margin drop (~ 3μA) of the 2T FBC compared with that of the 1T cell, due to 

only small channel resistance of T2 added in reading data. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the motivations of the 2T cell design is to solve the short ‘0’ 

retention-time problem associated with BL disturb. The retention of the 2T FBC is expected to be 

greatly improved by introducing the pass transistor T2, because it blocks the BL disturb to T1 

when T1 is holding data. This is demonstrated by the simulation results in Fig. 5.9, which indicate 

‘0’ retention times for the 1T and 2T FBCs under 1V continuous BL stress of 10μs and 20ms, 

respectively. It is much easier to use continuos BL stress for checking the worst-case ‘0’ retention 

than to use the actual pulsing BL disturb. However, we would like to stress that the ‘0’ retention 

improvement of the 2T cell under actual, pulsing BL disturb could be more significant than that in 

continuous BL stress. As illustrated in Fig. 5.10, when a continuous BL stress is applied to the 2T 

FBC while holding ‘0’, the off current of T2 will charge the parasitic capacitance (CFN) 

associated with the floating node (FN), until VFN, or VD of T1, rises to a quasi-steady level that is 

determined by the ratio of the resistance of T1 and T2. This VFN induces GIDL current to charge 

the floating body of T1. When a pulsing BL disturb is applied, as shown in Fig. 5.10, the off 

current of T2 will charge CFN when the BL voltage is high, and discharge CFN when the BL 

voltage is low. Thus, a smaller VFN and longer retention can be expected. Although it is too 

computationally expensive to directly simulate the retention time under BL pulsing, we can 

estimate it based on the simulation for continuous BL disturb. If we assume a BL pulse with 50% 

duty cycle, then VFN could be evenly reduced by 50% compared with the value for continuous BL 

disturb, if the ratio of the resistance of T1 and T2 in both cases are the same. Thus, we can 

emulate the 1V BL-pulses disturb by assuming a 0.5V continuos BL stress. For the 1T FBC, since 
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the BL stress is applied to T1 directly, the new BL pulse with 50% duty cycle can only double the 

‘0’ retention time of the continuous BL disturb case. The corresponding simulation results for 

both cells are shown in Fig. 5.9. An improved ‘0’ retention time longer than 1s for the proposed 

2T FBC under pulsing BL disturb is predicted. Even though there are uncertainties in the 

modeling of the carrier generation and recombination that imply some equivocality in the 

predicted retention time, the significant improvement of worst-case retention time due to the 2T 

structure is doubtless.

In Section 5.2, we showed that the thick-body PT-based FinFET FBC suffers from high 

hold-‘1’ leakage current that may cause a read-‘0’ error. This problem can also be solved by the 

introduction of the 2T cell structure. With T2 blocking the high BL voltage being passed to T1, 

the hold-‘1’ leakage current can be reduced significantly; the simulation results predict a 2.8nA/

μm for 2T versus 100nA/μm for 1T, which implies that more than 10000 2T cells can share one 

BL than in the 1T FBC. Thus, the proposed 2T cell architecture is an ideal design for the PT-based 

FinFET FBC, not only for long retention times but also for viable memory array realization.

5-4 PT-Based Thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC

Besides the DG FinFET, the thin-BOX FD/SOI MOSFET, illustrated in Fig. 5.11, is also a 

promising candidate for future CMOS technology. In this section, we explore the application of 

our PT-based FBC in this technology via numerical simulations using SenTaurus, and compare its 

performance with the counterpart FinFET FBC. We first assume a 1T thin-BOX FD/SOI 

MOSFET analogous to the FinFET we assumed: Lg=56nm, tox=3nm, midgap gates, undoped 

UTB with tSi=38nm, and tBOX=10nm; the default gate width is 1μm. The cell has a thicker UTB 

than the nominal tSi (~Lg/4 [54]) that is thin enough to control SCEs in a logic cell, in order to 

have a strong DIBL effect for the PT-based memory effect. 

The predicted memory operation of this FBC is shown in Fig. 5.12, where the transient 
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pulsings of WL and BL are the same as those for the FinFET-based cell in Fig. 5.2. However, we 

find that, compared with the FinFET counterpart, the sense margin of thin-box FD/SOI FBC is 

much lower: 13μA/μm vs. 53μA/μm. This can be explained by further analysis of the read-‘1’ 

operation, during which the WL pulse increases the body voltage via capacitance coupling. For 

the FD/SOI FBC, the ultra-thin BOX brings in finite body capacitance which limits the increase 

of VBS. By using a thick BOX, FD/SOI FBC exhibits a substantial sense margin increment; as 

shown in Fig. 5.12, the sense margin of the FBC with 60nm BOX (29μA/μm) is much higher than 

that for the 10nm-BOX cell. (It is noted that because of the worse SCEs in the thick-BOX FBC, a 

thinner UTB (~29nm) was used to maintain a low-level read-‘0’ current.) Thus, the thick-BOX 

FD/SOI MOSFET is more promising as a PT-based FBC.

However, since the body thickness of the planar FD/SOI MOSFET is the thickness of SOI, 

fabricating the thick-body memory devices and the thin-body logic devices on the same chip 

would require added processing steps. Thus, the PT-based planar FD/SOI FBC has a CMOS 

compatibility disadvantage compared with the counterpart FinFET FBC. 

Besides higher sense margin and better compatibility, the DG FinFET also has a better 

GIDL-charging efficiency than that in the planar FD/SOI FBC. It has been reported that the GIDL 

current in a <110> channel, as common in the FinFET, could be an-order-of-magnitude larger 

than that in a <100> channel of a FD/SOI MOSFET [76]. Although this advantage of the FinFET 

FBC is not reflected in our simulations, in which we assumed a <100> channel for both FinFET 

and FD/SOI MOSFET, we can expect a shorter write-‘1’ time for the FinFET FBC. 

5-5 Summary

A novel PT-based 2T DG-FinFET FBC for low VDS operation was presented, and its 

memory operation was demonstrated and verified via numerical simulations. We noted that the 

stored-charge in the floating body modulates the PT current via controlling φbarrier. We also noted 
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that the enhanced DIBL associated with thick body is critical for PT-based memory operation. We 

designed a PT-based FBC with a 2T structure, which not only improves the worst-case ‘0’ 

retention time under BL disturb but also greatly reduces the hold ‘1’ leakage current for a viable 

memory array. We also verified the functionality of a PT-based planar thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC. 

However, this cell was also noted to suffer from low sense margin, relative to that of the FinFET 

cell, as well as incompatibility with CMOS logic devices.    

A performance comparison of our PT-based FinFET FBC has been made with other 1T or 

2T FBCs in Table 5.1. Compared with 1T FBCs, our cell is not limited by the body factor r. It 

does not require any substrate or independent gate bias. It also shows a reliability advantage by 

using low VDS. Although our cell is larger in size, these performance advantages nonetheless 

make it a promising FBC-memory competitor. Compared with the other 2T FBCs, i.e., FBGC 

[66], our cell shows an obvious process compatibility advantage since it uses conventional CMOS 

technology, while T1 in the FBGC is actually a gated diode with very long G-D underlap. 

Although both cells consist of two transistors, our cell takes smaller area considering the common 

source/drain of T1 and T2, as well as the long underlap used in FBGC. However, our cell uses a 

two-phase write programming which is more complex than that in FBGC. In conclusion, our PT-

based 2T FinFET FBC could be one of the promising candidates for future capacitorless DRAM. 
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Table 5-1. Performance comparison among PT-based FinFET FBC, FBGC and 1T FBCs

II-based 
1T FBC

GIDL-
based 1T 

FBC 
BJT-based 
1T FBC

FBGC3 
(2TFBC)

PT-based 
2T FinFET 

FBC

Sense Margin ~50μA ~30μA ~500μA ~80μA ~50μA

Retention 
Time

~25ms ~100μs ~800ms ~10s ~1s

Write Time ~10ns ~10ns <2ns ~10ns ~15ns

Cell Area 4F2 4F2 4F2 >8F2 8F2

Process com-
plexity and 

Compatability

like 
CMOS

like 
CMOS

Bad
(Underlap)

Bad 
(Underlap 

and P+ 
source)

like 
CMOS

Reliability like 
CMOS

like 
CMOS

Very Bad 
(hot car-

rier)

like 
CMOS

like 
CMOS
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Figure 5-1. Structure of PT-based DG FinFET FBC with Lg=56nm, tSi=56nm, tox=3nm. A 2nm 
overlap is designed to enable GIDL-current charging.
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Figure 5-2. SenTaurus-predicted DRAM operation of PT-based DG FinFET FBC. The transient 
pulsings of the word line and bit line of the cell are shown in the top plots. The 
transient cell currents, which reflect the stored data, are shown in the bottom plots.
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Figure 5-3. SenTaurus-predicted read-‘1’ and read-‘0’ currents for FinFET FBC with Lg=56nm, 
tSi=56nm versus VGS; a functional programing/read window is shown. 
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Figure 5-4.  SenTaurus- and model-predicted read-‘1’ currents of FinFET FBC versus VDS. The 
model is described by equation (5.1), in which the value of ‘VtPT’ is calibrated to be 
0.2V and 0.41V when VGS=-0.5V and -0.6V respectively; ‘9εμA/L3’is calibrated to 
have a value of 156μA/V2.
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Figure 5-5. SenTaurus-predicted electric potential distribution in the center of the body of 
FinFET FBCs with tSi=56nm and tSi=28nm during read operations. The potential at 
source is set to be 0V as potential reference. 
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Figure 5-6. SenTaurus-predicted read-‘1’ and read-‘0’ currents for FinFET FBC with Lg=56nm, 
tSi=28nm versus VGS; no functional programing/read window is predicted. 
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Figure 5-7. Structure of PT-based 2T FinFET FBC. T1 is the memory transistor which is serially 
connected to the pass transistor T2. T2 works as a switch, that is turned on to pass 
BL voltage to T1 during write and read operations, and turned off to block BL 
disturb during hold operation. 
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Figure 5-8. SenTaurus-predicted DRAM operation of PT-based 2T FinFET FBC. The transient 
pulsings of the word line, bit line and control line of the cell are shown in the top 
plots. The transient cell currents, which reflect the stored data, are shown in the 
bottom plots.
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Figure 5-9. SenTaurus-preidcted worst-case retention times of PT-based 2T and 1T FinFET 
FBCs under continuous and pulsing BL disturb. The bias voltages for the memory 
operation are the same as those in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.2. 
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Figure 5-10. Ilustrations of how continuous BL disturb and pulsing BL disturb charge the 
floating body of PT-based 2T FinFET FBC, when ‘0’ is being held.
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Figure 5-11. Structure of PT-based thin-box FD/SOI nMOSFET FBC with Lg=56nm, tSi=38nm, 
tox=3nm and tbox=10nm.A 2nm overlap is designed to enable GIDL-current 
charging. 
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Figure 5-12. SenTaurus-predicted transient DRAM operation currents of PT-based 1T FD/SOI 
FBC with tbox=10n, tSi=38nm and tbox=60n, tSi=29nm. The transient pulsings of the 
word line and bit line of the cells are the same as those in Fig. 5.2.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

6-1 Summary

This dissertation is focused on physical analysis, modeling, and design of nanoscale DG 

FinFET-based flash and floating-body DRAM cells. The major contributions of the research are 

summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we developed, defined and verified a UFDG-based subcircuit model for the 

paired-FinFET flash memory (VsNAND) cell, taking into account the fin-fin charge-coupling 

effect. The model accurately predicted the sensitivities to process-induced parameter variations 

and the fin-fin charge coupling. The subcircuit model was used to successfully simulate the 

VsNAND-array (string) operations, predicting correct values of Best On-Cell Current, Worst On-

Cell Current, and Off-Cell Current. Finally, the model was easily extended to be applicable to the 

floating-gate flash. This compact physics/process-based model is useful for checking and 

analyzing the signal margins and process sensitivities for the VsNAND FLASH array, as well as 

for aiding the paired-FinFET design.

In Chapter 3, we examined the memory-margin dependences on UTB thickness of 

nanoscale planar thin-BOX FD/SOI and quasi-planar DG FinFET FBCs cells and attained 

physical insights. We found that the thin-BOX FD/SOI FBC suffers from abrupt current-signal 

margin degradation with UTB scaling because of loss of body accumulation charge, as well as 

loss of inversion charge due to increased threshold voltage. Further, thin tSi, with the needed 

accumulation, yields high transverse electric field, which leads to mobility degradation and 

additional loss of margin. We also found that the DG FinFET FBC suffers from nominally low 

signal margin due to a relatively low, 2-D effective body coefficient, as well as gradual margin 
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loss with fin-UTB scaling due to loss of accumulation charge at the base of the fin. Both 1T-

DRAM cells hence seem to have limited scalability.

In Chapter 4, we analyzed the basic operation of BJT-based 1T DRAM cells on SOI, and 

derived physical insights. We found that the charging process (write ‘1’) is extremely sensitive to 

the time offset (ΔtWB) between the word-line and bit-line voltage pulses. We noted and explained 

that a positive ΔtWB is necessary for successful write ‘1’ because it establishes a high gate 

capacitance, which is the predominant charge-storage element in the BJT-based cell. We noted 

that the role the gate capacitance plays enables fully depleted bodies without independent biasing 

for accumulation charge to be used. We noted a bulk-accumulation effect that may undermine the 

BJT and cell operations for thin tSi, resulting in loss of current margin and ultimate write-‘1’ 

failure. Considering sensitivities to process parameters, we argued that PD/SOI is not viable for 

scaling down, while a FD-body device, such as the FD/SOI MOSFET or FinFET, will be needed 

in the future. We noted that the serious hot-carrier reliability issues, due to the high drain voltage 

(VDS) required for BJT latch, limit the viability of BJT-based capacitorless DRAM. 

In Chapter 5, we proposed a novel PT-based 2T DG-FinFET FBC for low-VDS operation, 

and demonstrated and verified its memory operation via numerical simulations. We showed that 

this FBC offers low-power operation, high sense margin, long worst-case retention times, and 

good compatibility for embedded memory applications in future nanoscale CMOS technology. 

We provided physical insights on the PT-based memory effect that depends on the modulation of 

PT current by the stored-charge in the floating body via controlling φbarrier. We noted that the 

enhanced DIBL associated with a thick body of the FinFET is critical for PT-based memory 

operation. We designed a PT-based FBC with a 2T structure, which not only improves the worst-

case ‘0’ retention time under BL disturb but also greatly reduces the hold-‘1’ leakage current for a 

viable memory array. We also verified the functionality of a PT-based planar thin-BOX FD/SOI 
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FBC. However, we found that, compared with the FinFET counterpart, FD/SOI FBC suffers from 

lower sense margin due to its finite body capacitance, worse CMOS compatibility, and lower 

GIDL-charging efficiency due to its planar structure.     

6-2 Future Work

In Chapter 2, we developed and verified a UFDG-based subcircuit model for the paired-

FinFET flash memory cell, taking into account the fin-fin charge-coupling effect. This model is 

useful in simulating the flash array read operation, and for predicting and analyzing the signal 

margins and process sensitivities. However, this model is incapable of simulating the FLASH 

write and erase operations. Thus we had to assume a certain amount of charges stored in the 

nitride layer of the ONO stack to distinguish the programmed and erased transistors. This model 

should be extended for simulating the complete flash memory operations, including the write and 

erase operations. 

In Chapter 5, we proposed a novel PT-based 2T DG-FinFET FBC for low-VDS operation. 

We used numerical simulation to demonstrate the memory operation of this 2T FBC and predict 

the memory performance. In the future, experimental demonstration of the DRAM operation of 

the PT-based FBC should be done to further verify its viability. Although we have already 

proposed a 2T cell structure to improve the retention time, optimization of process should also be 

considerated for the actual FBC to minimize the junction recombination characteristics for longer 

retention times. To guarantee good yield and memory performance, a thorough examination of the 

sensitivities of the PT-based FinFET FBC to process-induced parameter variations should be 

made. And, since the proposed PT-based FBC utilizes FinFET-on-SOI technology for future 

embedded memory applications, the relevant circuit for the sense amplifier, and biases, should be 

designed based on FinFET technology. 
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